Guarantee Policy
Sato.Wiki project

Together we will find out who is that Genius of the 21st century creating
Bitcoin

Sato.Wiki is not a place for hatred, abuse, discrimination, disrespect, profanity,
meanness, harassment, or spam. We do not use the services to promote
violence, degradation, subjugation, discrimination or hatred against individuals
or groups based on race, ethnic origin, religion, disability, gender, age, veteran
status, sexual orientation, or gender identity.

We resolve to promote the good name of this Project and guarantee that every User and participant
can be proud of their part in this Project.
The main goal of the Sato.Wiki project is to create new decentralized wiki platform. Rather than
just stashing the profits in our pockets, we use this project to gather money for the good of the
society, by creating a lasting legacy Proof-Driven Wiki platform.
We guarantee that every User is informed about the progress of the project:
• Find out who is Satoshi first and then
• the division of the collected money for creating new wiki platform.
We guarantee that every user will be informed about the current progress and the Project. These
monthly updates currently include an e-mail, regular mail and frequent postings on the Platform
and social networks.
We are committed to include our Users in the decision-making process, to the best of our ability,
and to inform them about the course of the decisions made within the project.
The data protection of our Users is among our top priorities; therefore, we guarantee, that the
personal data of our users is supervised and protected from the possible risks of fraud and
endangerment. In protecting data safety, we can predict the majority of scenarios, yet there are
always unforeseen risks. We guarantee that, if there are cases of endangerment or attempts at fraud,
we will aim to resolve the situations as efficiently and decisively as possible.
We guarantee, that all of the collected money will be spent for finding out who is Satoshi and
creating Proof-Driven wiki platform.

